Privacy and Security Statement of Intent (Policy):













Clive and Carol Richardson, Photographic Products (http://carichardson.co.uk) have
established that our ISP: United Hosting and Livedrive.com, our cloud storage
provider, who are both based in the UK, are aware of and comply with the General
Data Protection Regulations (GDPR).
We are aware of the threat from malware and hacking, etc. and as a consequence
maintain licensed and updated protection from a reputable organisation on both our
computers and mobile phones.
As far as we are aware, no personal data is collected as a result of viewing this
website: http://carichardson.co.uk, which is hosted by United Hosting.
As far as we can establish, Flick only monitors the number of hits on each item stored
on their servers for statistical purposes. It has not been possible to determine the
GDPR status of either Flickr or Yahoo which are US based organisations; however
Verizon who own these two organisations are certified to ISO 27001 which suggests
an awareness of the necessity for Information Security Management. Due to this
uncertainty we have set up a secure email server with United Hosting which is
clive.richardson@carichardson.co.uk.
Clive and Carol Richardson, Photographic Products (http://caricharson.co.uk) have
never attempted (nor intend to in the future) to deliberately establish a visitor’s
identity; however we do occasionally view the Flickr statistics to identify trends in
viewer’s interest.
Sales are usually conducted by using the services of eBay and / or PayPal, records
which have to be maintained for HMRC purposes will only use an eBay ID to identify
a sale. Delivery details / labels will be processed using eBay and / PayPal systems
with no addresses being stored on our systems.
Records of purchases and sales will be kept securely, using encrypted storage locally
and on LiveDrive.com, for accountancy and taxation purposes only.
Any requests to view or delete contact or other details will be carried out as soon as
is reasonably practicable, within the requirements of legislation in force at the time of
the application.

Clive and Carol Richardson, Photographic Products

This statement will be reviewed and possibly revised when significant changes are found to
be needed.
Document created: 18th March 2018.
No significant changes have been made since the document was created.
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